
2016 Spring Hunter Pace 

 

Speeds Used to Calculate the Optimum Time 

ALL Ideal Times include a 2-minute Water Break which will be set up before fence 9 is near the ½ point. 

Jumping: 240mpm 

Flat / Hilltoppers: 200 mpm 

Trail Riders: 160mpm 



 

 

Rules & Reminders 

 

Rules: 

 Jumping teams must jump or attempt to jump all the fences 

 Riders may by pass a fence only after 3 attempts or circles 

 The jumps and the mandatory flags with blue numbers mark the course as well as fence 

ribbon, arrows and mowed paths. Flat teams should pass closely to the jumps 

 All team members must finish the course to be considered for the final placing 

 The last team member to cross the finish line is the team’s time. If you are the last 

member of your team, please tell the timer that you are the last rider and your team 

number 

 Riders must wear boots with heels & hard hats 

 

Reminders: 

 You can get to the warm up by down Schneider Rd and entering at the corner of the road 

and the drive.  For those stabled you will enter the course near the dome. 

 You may warm up in the dressage arena closest to the pond.  

 Please be prepared to start at your scheduled time and check in with the Timers upon 

arriving at the warm up. 

 The Start & the Finish will be on east side of the dressage judge’s stand.   

 The Start goes between the dome and the drive 

 The Finish is between the dome and the dressage judge’s stand 

 When passing teams, please do so no faster than a trot & only where is can be done safely 

 Only jump flagged obstacles No schooling of fences.  Once you have jumped a fence 

please continue on the course 

 Non jumping teams may jump any of the flagged obstacles  

 TWO minutes have been added to the ‘ideal time’ for a Water Break which will be just 

before fence # 9 which is near the ½ way point. 

 At the completion of your ride please put your number in the laundry basket near the 

dressage judge’s stand 

 Please stay to the edge of the fields  

 The course is a bit shorter in consideration of the horses who may not be fit yet  

 

Awards: 

 Ribbons for ALL team members through 6th place 

 



 


